LA MANGA CLUB
G E N E R A L

C O M M U N I T Y

N E W S L E T T E R

Keeping you up to date and informing you of the little things that help you enjoy life more at the club

INSIDE ISSUE NO.1

What’s new at the Club?

...

We’ll keep you up to date
with anything that’s happening
at the Club plus any plans
for the future

...

Golf course update
Gary is Director of Golf at
the Club. He’ll be giving you an
insight into all things new

Work on the club and the

...

infrastructure.
We’ll let you know what
we’re doing to improve the club
and keep it looking good!

Security issues and

...

how they affect you
Where most of your money
is spent, what it goes on and
how we can all play a role

New restaurant and
bar openings
New places open all the time.
We’ll let you know when,
where and whom

WELCOME TO OUR
NEW NEWSLETTER!
When I became President of the General Community

Jose Asenjo (La Manga Club SL CEO) and members of his team.

two of my objectives were to refresh the Owners

Our objective is close harmony. Working together.

Website and replace the La Manga Club Magazine

People have told us that is what they want. We hope that the

with an online Newsletter.

Owners Card project is just an early example of that co-operation.

The new Communications Team has achieved this ambition

People ask about the Entidad. We are awaiting a report by

within ten weeks, so we are delighted!

Cartagena City Council on our infrastructure before we can

Why change? Well, it’s an internet philosophy that websites

even begin to take negotiations forward.

need to be refreshed every three to four years and we last

We have our thinking in place but there is no quick answer. It

updated ours in 2010. The World Wide Web is also known

is over 6 years since the process began. So it would be

as the ‘Information Super Highway’ So websites are

foolhardy for us to forecast when there will be a firm proposal

information providers.

to put to owners. It is however, a priority.

Our new design is planned to give owners as much

Needless to say the teams will be working hard to ensure

information about the resort as possible and to help them

that you, the owners are provided with a great service.

plan their visits or their time spent when in La Manga Club.

We are currently trialling a video conferencing system to

The newsletter can be published more frequently,

ensure that your Presidents don’t miss out on meetings

bi-monthly is the plan. This will give us all the opportunity to

wherever they are.

keep up to date with what is happening here.

The system will be available in the General Community office

This is just the start. The teams we are putting together are

for committees, teams and owners to hold meetings with

enthusiastic and embrace change for the better. We often

others not at the club at the time. Just another of the many

hear the old saying ‘If it’s not broke don’t fix it’ We agree, but

improvements we are in the process of making.

improvement should always be our target.

I hope that you enjoy reading this Newsletter. You can always

We will always strive for better value for your money and at

use the ‘Have Your Say’ page in the website to offer your

the same time improve the service.

suggestions or even to tell us what you like.

Will go into more depth later about our new teams, but each
of them is charged with always having an initiative on the go.
In the case of the Infrastructure team the implementation
might be a slow process, whereas the Environment team may
have many easier and quicker wins. However, they are as
equally important.
During our first two months as a group we have drawn closer
to La Manga Club SL - Albert Barra their Marketing Director
has joined our Communications team.

Robin Fish - General Community President
My Vice Presidents and I have had several meetings with

Have you seen

theMarshals?

Golf around
the world at
member rates!
We have joined an exclusive group called The
Premier Golf Alliance, which allows owners to

By Gary Silcock, Director of Golf

play at many courses world-wide at members-only
rates at any time of the day or week.

Speed of play has been a major
issue in golf for many a year,
except of course in Scotland
where three-hour rounds are still
commonplace! Though impossible

depending on when they teed off.
From this information they report if the group is ahead
(minus) or behind (plus) the pace of play. This information
It’s also stored for future reference of slow play.

Thursday after 4pm etc, this is a real member exchange

reporting correctly.

afraid not, but when it happens it’s normally when the
We do highlight slow rounds to staff to show they too

There is however a pro-active approach to limit the very

are being measured, checked and monitored, this

slow rounds and improve on the overall speed of play.

doesn’t mean we record every slow round! Highlighting

And it’s something that we now implement.

one is another useful checking tool against our records.

Owners have to understand that La Manga Club is

Also on the report is the checking of the on-course

around the courses in timely fashion, but as soon as
some began enjoying the experience, the pace of play
would slow.
Here at La Manga Club the pace of play for 18 holes is
4 hours 40 minutes. This is of course our target, but
where possible we want to better that.
Most owners play early morning. Those early starters
are very important for the whole day as they are the
‘pace setters’ If they are slow then the whole day is
slow. They need to get around the course in 4 hours or

toilets. We have cleaners that regularly clean them.
However in order to maintain those high standards we
also have our marshals check them every hour which
means they are out on the course and visible.

Why can’t we see marshals?

Resorts within the Premier Golf Alliance are Aphrodite
Dale Hill, the Oxfordshire and Sandford Springs in
Southern England, the Legacy PGA Village, Florida,
La Touessrok in Mauritius, Pinheiros Altos and San
Lorenzo in Portugal and Stellenbosch in the Western
Cape, South Africa.
The Alliance is growing all the time, so this may change
at time of going to press!

This report is just one of the many management tools
that are used on a daily basis to improve standards,
communicate to staff and be proactive in problem
solving. I hope I have explained more about how we
manage the courses, and shown that we are now
sorting out problems before they become major issues.
We are ensuring that staff are increasing their

issues before they become a problem.

advantage of these amazing rates in our next newsletter.

however small.

knowledge and understanding and that their actions

tee off we can monitor them and try and resolve any

Golf. You’ll also find all the details you need to take

I really hope that all golfers can see the improvements,

we start managing the courses.

problem groups. If those groups are seen before they

discounted rates.

Hills in Cyprus, Banff Springs in Canada, Chart Hills,

better. So it’s from these early stages of the day that

After 9 holes we start communicating speed of play and

and in many cases where they offer accommodation,

To find out more, please ask Gary Silcock, our Director of

courses are very full and there is just no solution.

At The Belfry, we had members who would move

go on holiday, and in some cases where you may live.
There are no restrictions, such as playing Monday to

This is also useful to help check that marshals are

an experience for many of the visitors that play here.

from around the world, places many of you would like to

is e-mailed to me every hour so it can be monitored.

to fully stop, we can achieve a better balance.
Are we going to stop the occasional 6 hour round? I’m

The Alliance brings together Golf resorts and courses

can improve everyone‘s experience. These reports also

Stellenbosch GC - Western Cape, South Africa

provide training points and illustrates how we can
improve and where we have improved.
It’s also useful for owners to know that our staff as
well as our customers are being looked after.

They have special sheets that show where groups

My goal? Happy staff, happy customers and

should be on a certain hole at a particular time,

happy members.

The Legacy - PGA Village, Florida

Speed of play is a major issue at La Manga, so where are the marshals?

Chart Hills - Kent, England

Time to clean up

LaMangaClub

Is that what
a real Haggis
looks like?

By Jo Fish, Environment

Las Sabinas car park has been repaired and

Clearing the garden areas revealed the most wonderful

refurbished. What is remarkable about that?

Olive trees that line the length of the Car Park. In the

When I first looked at it closely, after the election

place of weeds we now have an attractive garden

of the new General Community President late

underlaid with stones. The walls are once again

in February, I could hardly believe my eyes.

pristine. Where they had collapsed they have now

Ankle deep in rubbish, smashed curb stones,

been rebuilt.

garden areas over grown with weeds and
strewn with debris.
Dirty, flaking and encrusted walls, faded parking lines,

Curb stones are now upright. The rubbish has been
cleared and the car park is now being regularly swept.
New road traffic signs have been painted with a clear

I learned a long time ago that a traditional Burns

and perhaps worst of all, painted road markings that

‘no exit’ instruction and arrows are now pointing in the

Supper is a very serious affair, and organising them

contravened the one-way traffic system.

right direction! The parking lines have been repainted

takes more than just a wee liking of Rabbie and his poetry.

On investigation we found that there had been no

so you can see clearly where to park.

The evening we had at La Finca restaurant in January

maintenance work there for at least 7 years. The new

This work has been done within the General Community

did not in any manner try and emulate a Burns night.

Environment Team of the General Community has been

budget and therefore at no additional expense to

We kept it very simple, had a selection of light Scottish

tasked with improving the general standard and

Owners. It was also a collaborative effort with the Las

entertainment with a very traditional Caledonian dinner.

appearance of the resort where possible, this seemed a

Sabinas Community who contributed to the cost.

good place to start.
The car park is a focal point of the resort and used by
large numbers of visitors and owners alike, what

Well done to all the good people that pulled out the
stops to get it done so quickly and efficiently.

impression was it giving? Looking more like Beirut than

A big thank you to Antonio Miranda (gardening),

a 5 star resort!

Juan Mulero (walls and road markings) and finally

Work began in early March and was complete by the
end of the month.

Clive Pratley painting).

Even the Spanish waiter ‘Speedy’ was wearing a kilt to
parade the Haggis.
We did have a smattering of poetry that came in the
form of two verses of half a dozen poems read by
different folk at the dinner.
We were then treated to a wonderful rendition of
‘Flower of Scotland’ which is not a Burns number but

Who says that Spain is all mañana!

all the same, it went down very well with the group.
There were no Bagpipes as we couldn't stretch the
budget that far.
There was nothing about famous inventors, engineers
or scientists.
Neither well-known pharmacologists nor football
managers were mentioned.
Wonderful scenery, Whisky and golf in Scotland was
also strangely missing.
Although Mel Gibson, Sean Connery and Andy Murray
did get mentioned in dispatches.
We did have Scottish country dancing with instruction,
and all at no extra cost!
The Whisky-tasting contest was certainly a blast and
the winners not only drank their tasters but also
hoovered up several other table’s tasters as well.
We think the dancing at the end of the evening was
well received but the Whisky event had the desired
effect with memory loss, so we can’t remember!
The iPod-generated sound system combined to make us
all feel we were not at La Finca, but in the Royal Albert
Hall. What we can remember is the evening was a
great success and we look forward to repeating the
event again next year.
A big thank-you to those who organized it.

Introducing the

CommunityTeams
By Andrew Fullerton-Batten, Vice President

It’s just not
Cricket, or is it?
People would not generally associate cricket
with Spain even though La Manga Club Cricket
was first formed in 2004.
Ten years on and we have a new Chairman,
a new committee and a new policy on cricket
at the Club.

In a new approach, the President believes that

minds are tasked with resolving problems and at

We have had a team for many years, but to make the

the way forward is to involve more people in the

the same time the interests of the Communities are

transition from team to club was no mean feat and has

running of the General Community than has

being represented.

taken a while. Now we are established we have a

previously been the case. This is not only to make

The glue holding this together is the General

available a wider range of skills but also to

Community Office managed by Pascual Sanchez

second team, sponsors, our own food and beverage and
are involved in many cricket tournaments in Spain.

reduce the amount of time commitment from

assisted by Paqui Jumilla. They are often referred to as

2012 saw collaboration with Cricket Espana where sight

people who are essentially volunteers.

La Manga Club´s Civil Service and it is still to this

screens were supplied for the pitch, one of our members

We looked at the previous structure and believe that

Office that most of your enquiries should be addressed.

kindly installed an LED scoreboard, which La Manga

we can sharpen our focus in additional areas. In

Also supporting the operation are Eulen who run our

addition to Security, Health and Finance, we have

Security; MSB who act as our administrators managing

added Environment, which covers the previous areas

the Finance; Miranda provides Gardening and Refuse

of gardening, road-sweeping, refuse collection and

Collection support, and Doctors Ramon and Eduardo run

pest control.

the Medical Centre.

Our emphasis is not only keeping the resort clean and

This structure was agreed in principle by the

tidy but trying to finds ways of improving its look. La

Community Presidents at the recent Presidents’

Manga Club SL and Cartagena Town Hall have been

Meeting in March. We need to fill out some of the

discussing for some time the transfer of resort assets

blanks in the structure and to recast the budget so that

from La Manga Club SL’s responsibility to the Town Hall

it is clear who is controlling what.

or even possibly to an Entidad.

There is still an opportunity for those of you who wish

We have introduced a new team under the heading of

to participate in any of the teams to come forward.

Infrastructure to look at how this is done and to

So as Robin promised in his manifesto there is

endeavour to protect owners’ interests on the way through.

continuity of service but also a change of style.

A Communications team has been briefed with bringing
the web site up to date and to looking at ways that the
General Community can communicate with owners.
Another new team under the heading of Owners´
Interests is charged with developing thinking in areas
which crop up across all the individual communities but
which don’t fit neatly under any of the other teams;
these usually require some form of interface with La
Manga Club SL.
John Douglass and I are Robin´s two Vice-Presidents.

Club SL supplied to our specification.

Owners’
Clubhouse
forum
The Owners Clubhouse Select Committee advised the
Presidents at the March meeting, that they were getting
close to a solution of bringing the management of the

John and I are directly responsible for two teams each

bar and restaurant in-house. Whilst at the same time

and Robin for three.

retaining the services of Joaquin and his staff.

‘

We now have a youth policy with two teams that play in

’

an indoor league at King’s College, La Torre, Murcia.

This includes 9-14 year olds, and has long been a goal of
our club members.

We couldn’t do this without
the continued support of
our members and sponsors

We recently formed a third team to provide more Cricket

John runs Finance and Owners´ Interests. I run

To this end they are holding a series of open forums so

Infrastructure and Environment. Robin runs Security,

that they can discuss with owners the reasons behind

opportunity to play senior cricket, improve their game and

Health and Communications.

their thinking, and to hear owners views on the matter.

move to a higher level. Well that’s the thinking anyway!

In all the cases apart from Finance and Infrastructure

The first forum was held on April 29th, however there

Our aim is to help La Manga Club with further ground

there are Team Leaders in place to ensure that their

will be another on Monday May 26th.

improvements and along with on-going projects we want

This is an important decision for the General Community.

to continue to help raise the profile of the game in Spain.

The President has already indicated that a financial

We couldn’t do this without the continued support of our

areas run smoothly.
David Williams leads the Owners´ Interests team; Jo

for our members and give the younger players an

Fish Environment; Ian Hunt Security; Heinz Gloor

decision of this size would have to be approved by a

members and sponsors, who we wish to thank

Health, and Geoff Wood Communications.

meeting of the General Community rather than solely at

wholeheartedly for all their help.

a Presidents meeting.

We look forward to an enjoyable season, here is

possible Presidents of Communities have been

He will be advising Presidents to consult with their

a link to our fixtures, we’d love to see you at our next

recruited to participate in the operation. In this way

owners before attending such a meeting.

home game!

more pairs of eyes are looking at The Club, more

So be sure to attend on May 26th!

www.lamangacricketclub.com

Each team has at least three members and where

La Manga Club SL

Marketing
By Albert Barra, Marketing Director, La Manga Club SL

The event was held on the sunniest day of the year to
date. The same format (total of three pair’s better ball
Stableford) was applied, but this year full handicap
allowance was used.
A team representing three small communities called
Los Hombres del Monte and captained by
David Sugden easily won the event with a handsome
127 points, which included scores of 45 and 44.
On 122 points, El Rancho took second spot and they
were closely followed by the Bellaluz where all three

Friends of La Manga Club, many of you already know
who I am, but I would like to introduce myself, I have
been the Marketing Director of La Manga Club since
January 2014.
I would like to inform you, with reference to Marketing
and Promotion of the resort, that we are entering into a
new era which will bring many new developments as
well as challenges, that we hope will help the resort
maintain its position as the leading sport and leisure

Do you suffer
back pain?
Then meet
Dr Xavier

pairs came in with 40 points!

The victors!

resort in Europe.

We now have someone who may make all your aches and

We have always strived to be attentive to the needs of

pains disappear, not far from the Club in Los Alcazares,

our clients and owners, always taking on-board their

we have a chiropractor with a very colourful career.

suggestions. There is no one better qualified than them

Initially graduating from the Palmer College of

to inform us of what we should be incorporating into

had 45 points and their team took a very honourable

Chiropractic, Davenport, Iowa, USA, Dr Xavier Dutey-

what we do.

5th place.

Harispe D.C soon had clinics in France, Northern Spain,

This has allowed us to update and modernise not only

and London. Although he has travelled extensively. He

our facilities, but also our own way of seeing things.

decided to retire in the Costa Blanca. It didn’t take long

And with this we have teamed up with the General

until he realised he wasn’t quite ready to retire!

Community to help with the new website and online

He saw a need to continue helping people and opened

newsletter. This helps us keep you updated with all the

his family Chiropractic Clinic in Algorfa with a further

information that is important to you as owners of La

one in Los Alcazares, Murcia.

Manga Club.

Golf Bungalows, who together with Jesus Moreno also

Known to his patients as Dr Xavier, he wants to
educate people to the benefits of how great care can

can work in harmony, whilst on our part, aiming to

help achieve optimal health.

inform you of everything that is happening within the

And of course, looking forward to receiving any new
ideas or suggestions.

The best looking team, well certainly the smartest
anyway, was without doubt Buena Vista, who
despite being
an extremely

I would hope that in this new era we are entering, we

resort.

Another score of note was by captain Jim Scott of the

The winning team

small community,
fielded a full
side.
Despite a
reduced field, a
remarkable 1600

A chiropractor not only aligns the spine, but also creates

euros was raised

balance and harmony throughout the body. A good one

by the event for

can diagnose and treat conditions that are causing

the Prostate

extreme pain and stress in the joints, bones and muscles.

Cancer Charity.

Correct diagnosis is what’s important.

This was made

There is a vast difference between treating effects and

possible by the

adjusting the cause. Dr Xavier has treated the rich and

goodies auctioned off by Peter Coles, who also made

famous as well as the poor and painful!

sure that every player from each team went away with
a souvenir for the day.

From Liza Minnelli to Jacques Cousteau and
Elizabeth Taylor to Arnold Palmer.
So you’ll be in good hands, as indeed they were.
For more information on how to get an appointment
please call Dr Xavier on 965 071 898 or 618 337 616

La Quinta Club, as in years gone by, hosted the
festivities afterward. We were as always well served
by Enrico who is in his last year before retirement, and
as always he made sure we had generous quantities of
food and plenty of liquid refreshment.

www.chiropractorspain.com

Inter Community
Golf Challenge
In our 17th year, and for the first time, the Individual
Villas were unable to field a full side and had to join up
with another small community to make up a team. In
total 10 teams entered this year.

The best looking team!

Bellaluz, the ‘Village of

Beautiful Light’
Many years ago, when La Manga Club had just

The main focal point of the village is the Plaza Mayor or

two golf courses, an 80 bedroom hotel,

the main square. Amongst the shops, offices, bars and

apartments in Los Miradores and the Golf

restaurants and in an idyllic setting with Orange trees,

Bungalows, the resort owners were taken on a

running fountains, and narrow walkways you’ll find the

horse ride through a pine forest where they found

longest established family run business at La Manga

the perfect site for what would later become the

Club, El Bistro. It has been owned and operated by the

Bellaluz Village, which literally translates to

Betés family since 1988 when the much loved Miguel

‘beautiful light’

and his wife Judy opened it and is now operated by

Celebrating its 30th anniversary this year, Bellaluz is

Miguel’s children Mario and Carolina.

The Scotsman is a traditional, elegant and homely pub

unique within La Manga Club with its eclectic mix of

Opening in the morning for breakfasts, snacks, lunches,

with beams and plenty of style. It’s a great addition and

residential and commercial premises set in a traditional

traditional tapas and in the evenings for A la Carte

with a wide selection of beers on tap and light bites it

Spanish village setting. Around that time the late Seve

dining, it also has the best suntrap terrace at La Manga

will attract many owners and visitors to our village.

Ballesteros officially inaugurated the village by hitting

Club! Returning customers are comforted by seeing

Another new bar to open is The First Drop, which is

a golf ball from a corner of the Plaza Mayor, over two

familiar faces that have been a constant at El Bistro.

owned and operated by the same team as the well

So, what else can be found in Bellaluz? Well, often husbands

known Last Drop and will no doubt be as successful.

will partake in an adult beverage or two whilst their

We also have a Ladies and Gents hairdresser Studio

wives take time shopping in either of the stylish boutiques,

One, as well as a brand new laundry & dry cleaners –

Vivir or Indulge, or look for an unusual gift at Gemini.
Watch out for the Bellaluz Fashion Show, staged twice a
year by Jackie, Karen and Tracey, showing off their latest
and of course, up-to-date stock.

all good news! Good luck to these new ventures, which
will bring much fun and more choice to the visitors of
Bellaluz. Set adjacent to the Plaza Mayor is the Plaza
Chica, or ‘small square’ which boasts a quaint, Spanish
restaurant run by Teresa Puerto, called Abela Teresa.

Bellaluz is an ideal location for owners to book

This delightful square has a more intimate feel and

additional accommodation for visiting relatives, with

Teresa’s restaurant offers food based on traditional

many apartments refurbished to a high standard but

Spanish dishes. Further across the Plaza Mayor Is Plaza

still reasonably priced. Any of the Property Agents can

de la Fuente where you’ll find Tom’s Pizza, with eat in

help you with their wealth of experience at La Manga

or takeaway food.

apartment blocks and landscaped gardens into the

Club and there are many to choose from - Prestige Real

community swimming pool. Since then Bellaluz has

Estates - being the longest standing agent, Quality

evolved into an ideal location for owners and holiday

Homes, La Manga Getaways and Phoenix - all within

makers and great for families with young children.

the village and offering advice on management, letting

Offering essential services such as a dispensing

and sales.

chemist, a supermarket, a tobacconist and the only

Bellaluz is still progressing and there are a number of

laundry and dry cleaners at the club.

new businesses which have opened recently.

We are thankful to the resort owners all those years
ago for having the vision to create this first purpose
built Spanish holiday village, unique to La Manga Club.
Which continues to offer a complete range of services
and facilities in the most beautiful surroundings and in
the most beautiful light.
After 30 years – Bellaluz wants to party! So look out
for the Summer Entertainment Programme. For up-todate information on what’s going on, log on towww.bellaluzlamangaclub.com

Your Security and

SafetyforAll
By Ian Hunt, Security

Is this the
beating heart
of the Club?
Las Sabinas has become unrecognisable since the
early days of the recession.
Confidence has returned despite the on-going financial
crisis in Spain, businesses are now experiencing real

The new heat seeking night vision camera is now

so hopefully that problem will disappear.

installed on the top of the Las Terrazas del Coto del

Everybody wants a safe summer and by working

Golf, this new state of the art camera is a real asset to

together this can be achieved.

the north sector perimeter. Apart from the obvious, it
should act as a real deterrent.

growth and many new companies have opened up for
business here.

We have added three hand held night vision cameras,
these will be used by senior Eulen guards to help
protect the perimeter and are another great asset to
security of La Manga Club.
Information flow is vital and we have been publishing
several security alerts, this will continue. The early
figures are very promising and we have seen a large
rise in residents registering their vehicles. Which in
turn speeds up passage through the gates,
We have studied a report on all the cameras and while
they supply a comprehensive coverage in the medium

Also a vehicle recognition system is being installed on

term I will be looking at ways to improve this service in

the gate, this will be a another great improvement for

the long term.

the security of communities in the northern side of the

I have started to introduce random vehicle checks on all

club. Security will be split into three sectors the north,

three gates, this I believe is good practice for all

south and the commercial area.

concerned and will help bolster security.

There are no vacant premises to be found, and that’s a
first for us at Las Sabinas, which has rapidly become
the beating heart of La Manga Club’s businesses.
We now have many restaurants, bars, cafés, fashion
outlets, furniture shops, real estate, a supermarket, car

In each area a team leader will report back to me on a

Finally I would like to wish you all a very safe

parking, a doctors surgery, a Post Office as well as the

regular basis regarding security in those sectors,

summer.Our security service is of the very highest

General Community offices.

updates will include incidents that have occurred, and

standard and we will be promoting this to the

new projects to improve current security levels.

surrounding areas via press articles, so any would

Vehicle patrols (very visible) have been increased on

criminals will think twice about entering the club.

The footfall from these businesses ensures a vibrant

the areas around the golf courses, I believe this will deter

community, which is vital to the well being of La

would be intruders, given the easier access to the club.

Manga Club, the resort.

We are beginning meeting with management

We applaud those people and look forward to

companies. We hope, with our help they can educate

welcoming you all, we are always open for business!

their clients to understand that whilst they are enjoying
their time here, security is paramount, and they should
be aware and vigilant at all times.
I am approaching two local security companies who
will supply a comprehensive and professional security
check, free of charge to all owners.

we will be promoting this to the surrounding areas via

Smile, you’re
on camera!

press articles, so any would criminals will think twice

In the past, due to the personal commitments of some of

This will further add to the well being of property on
the resort.
Our security service is of the very highest standard and

In fact the only thing we do lack is a golf course, but
fear not, that’s not far away!

about entering the club.

our Presidents, they have been unable to represent you

I have also met with every bar owner on the club and

at our regular meetings. So often they give others their

have had very constructive talks regarding the summer.

proxy. We wanted to make it possible to have them join

I have explained to them that they must all take

us via a video/audio conferencing link so you were better

responsibility when it comes to this very busy time at

represented. We have just agreed with Omnijoin (owned

the club, underage drinking is high on my list. Loutish

by Brother) to install their system at the Club which in

behaviour is a continual problem, and by more visible

theory means from now every President can be at the

policing using security with dogs in the problem areas

meetings even when not on the resort.

Summer Tournament

TheBigEvent
By David Williams, Owners Golf Organising Group

Interestedin
theOwners
Championship?
And so we move on. The Owners Five Day
Championships will take place during the week
commencing the 24th of November, with entries
opening on September 1st.
Alternate days of tournament golf with a final

Picture the scene. 7.45am on a picture perfect early
morning at La Manga Club. The first groups are

showdown on Friday followed by the gala dinner at the

milling around the first tee on the South Course. A

hotel. We have had to limit the field to 200 and fully

few seem reticent to have their pictures taken in front

expect a capacity turnout again. More information will
be distributed in due course, but please make sure to

of the banners of our trophy sponsor, Banco de Murcia.

get your booking in early.

Perhaps not everyone is feeling particularly photogenic
- it might be the early morning start, or the effects of

If you want to find out more about the Summer

the players gathering the night before. However

Tournament or Owners Golf in general, have a look at

everyone is delighted to receive the sleeve of balls our

the website www.lamangaclubowners.co.uk

sponsors have kindly donated.

or check us out on facebook

Well, nearly everyone. One individual comments that

from the boys - with one glorious exception. David

he only ever uses ProV1s, guess what happened to his

Hague, aged 17, found himself on the 18th tee in a

opening drive!

share of the lead in the overall competition with Patrick

The reason for the very early start - a capacity field of

Field. Both made par with tremendous encouragement

120 players, the biggest entry for some time.
And so it began, the La Manga Owners' Summer Golf
Championships. 2 days of competitive but fun golf.
A bit cruel to start everyone on the South course with
its treacherously fast greens, but perhaps better to
tackle them on the first day and not when a three putt
could be the difference between winning a trophy and
coming nowhere.
A two day golf competition has a way of lowering
scoring and it is fair to say the results of day one could
only be described as 'under par'. There were
exceptions, Colin Bryce (40 points) and Alan Kessack
(36 points). For the ladies only Inge Friling beat par with
38 points.
No one could blame the weather. Wall to wall sunshine
is a La Manga trademark, but with light winds and
ideal temperatures, it was a day for low scoring.Your
score on day one determined whether you were up
with the lark again on day two and whether you were
playing the North Course from the 10th or, if you were

from a greenside crowd of 150 or so. Under Spanish
rules, David's handicap of 0.7 meant that he had won
the tournament.
However, he suggested they should play the 18th again
as a tie-breaker. The organising group consented to this
selfless request and we now had true matchplay
drama.
Unfortunately for Patrick, having been so close to the

www.facebook.com/LMCownersgolf

Proof Paella
is not always a
Spanish thing
In early March we put on our first big event, the Buena
Vista Easter Paella do! Annette von Laufenberg our
events manager was at the helm! Pedro Polo was our
Master Chef but unfortunately his ingredients are top,

drinks marquee once and then dragged back on to the

top secret, to learn anything you’ll have to come over

course, he tried to take a short-cut back there by hitting

and watch him do it.

his approach almost into the crowd by the marquee. He
recovered well but had to accept bogey. David, still too
young to drink of course, took a more conventional
route, secured a par and justice was done. The two
players had given us a true spectacle and our
congratulations go to them both.
In the ladies competition, despite some spirited
fightbacks, Inge Friling continued to play consistently
well and her second round 35 points was enough to
win the ladies overall by five points.

in contention, from the 1st. This meant a final hole in

A special mention must go to Peter Smith who won his

front of the live scoreboard, a crowded drinks marquee

division aged 80. Peter, you are an inspiration to us all.

by the green and, most terrifying of all, the prospect of

Moreover, how wonderful that the tournament's

being interviewed by our starter for the day, Chris Lord.

winners could encompass an age range of 63 years!

We had some excellent home made food, several
bottles of local wine and danced to International
Evergreens and Spanish Sevillanas.
There was a good mix of owners and residents in what
became a truly International event with representation
from Belgium, Germany, England, Holland, Ireland,
Spain and the USA.
We had such a fun time and even managed to
understand each other, we hope to be joined at out
next soirée by our Swiss and Norwegian contingent!

It is fair to say that, overall, day two separated the men

Margarete Hellings – President Buena Vista

Please Support our Local

Businesses
By Geoff Wood, Communications

Business focus
Prestige Real
Estates
In each issue we intend to do a piece on a
La Manga Club business. This month we ask
Amanda Thatcher how she began her business.
After being involved in a nasty accident in my car in

The La Manga Club Business Association was

These maps are handed out by the Eulen guards at the

The General
Community
Offices and the
Medical Centre

security entry gates as well as by the businesses

At the President’s meeting in April it was brought to our

themselves, so visitors get one as they enter the club.

attention that the new President of the General

formed a little over 5 years ago at the beginning
of the World-wide recession.
Their aim was to send a united message to all our
visitors, and show them what the Club really has
to offer everyone.
First of all a resort map was produced, showing where
all the businesses are and how best to get to them.

There are also 16 large
resort guide boards

Community was intending to dispose of the Medical
Centre and the offices of the General Community.

England, I came to La Manga Club to convalesce with my
Godmother, who was an owner of a villa on the North Course.
Needless to say I was soon hooked on our wonderful
resort, although it was a little different then!
So I decided to stay and make a go of life here at the
Club. Just three weeks after my 21st birthday, my dad
helped me start my first business, a photographer’s.
I was soon snapping legends like Seve, Henry Cooper,
Steve Redgrave and many more whenever they came to
La Manga Club, whether for business or pleasure.
The most amazing week of my young life was when I got
to spend time with the Prince of Spain. I had to
photograph him training for the Olympics. Unbeknown to

placed strategically

We can now go on record and say categorically that

me, his sport was sailing, so I very quickly gained a love

around the Club that

this will never happen, and there are no plans to do

of the sea and all that sailed on it!

are easy to read and

either. Hopefully these rumours will now desist.

helpful to all.

I can remember the nerves getting the better of me at the
beginning. But after speaking to my dad, who was

Furthermore they have

himself a photographer and used to taking pictures of

just developed a new

celebrities, I soon settled down. Incidentally, he shot The

app that will be available FREE to anyone to download

Queen, Lady Thatcher and King Hussein of Jordan. Not

early this summer. They work closely with the Club’s

literally, I hasten to add!

owners La Manga Club SL and you will find many of

Over the next few years I met my husband Paco and we

their offerings on this App as we all work together.

soon got married. And of course I only had the best taking

The last 5 years have been tough but most of those
that joined the association are still here, without them
La Manga Club would not be the year-round resort it is,
so please continue to support your local businesses!
Always do your best to shop at La Manga Club first!
A small group of individuals have made all this possible
by giving their time to help others.
They are Sylvia Ingham, Amanda Thatcher, Marena
Murray, and Roger and Karen Lowe - We thank them
for their hard work and continued support.

the pictures on my very special day – my dad!

Pleasebeware
ofdrinkdriving
ifyouventure
outinyourcar!
The roads at La Manga Club are still very much part of
the roads of Spain, and therefore governed by the laws
of driving in Spain.

Five years after we were married, Joshua was born, and I
was soon replaced in my dad’s affections!
Soon after, we decided to move into Sales and
Management and Paco became my partner. In 1999
Joshua got a brother, Christopher.
We became the first sales company that sold an
individual villa for £1 million, which we were very
pleased with. Now the company has grown from strength
to strength, and we believe it’s because we are very
hands on. Just like my dad was!
Even though Prestige Real Estates is our company, my
dad was very much a part of it, investing a considerable

Some believe that the roads here at the Club are

amount of his time right up until 2012 when, sadly, he

private, they aren’t, and driving under the influence is

passed away.

just as dangerous as it is back home where you live.
So we ask you to consider leaving your car at your
property before you embark on a night out.
Please remember though, if you do decide to go off
complex, the Guardia Civil could be waiting if you are
over the limit! So please drive responsibly, as indeed
you would where-ever you may live back home.
Remember, driving a golf buggy is no different to
driving a car in the eyes of the law.

You can find Amanda in the Bellaluz village.

Tennis at

The Club
By James Rose, Director of Tennis coaching

As The French Open and Wimbledon are just a few

So come along and join in! There are plenty of chances

Car Rental on
your doorstep

weeks away, several of you may be turning your

for you to play!

thoughts to playing some Tennis.

Caroline Douglass at ceadouglass@gmail.com

Whether you are an absolute beginner, or a seasoned

ext. 3136

player, there are several opportunities for you to come

‘I was really impressed with all the facilities La Manga

cars, to high capacity vehicles (8 or 9 seaters), fun

and have a go!

Club offers, first class tennis and superb golf courses.

cabriolets and convenient automatics.

The staff are very professional and very well organized,
It would be wonderful if La Manga Club became the
regular base for the spring camp of the Michel

In La Manga Rent a Car's varied fleet you will find
answers to all your needs, from small compact

They deliver cars with a full tank of fuel and ask for them
back the same way. So you only pay for the fuel you use,
nothing more.

Kratochvil junior tennis academy’
With offices in La Manga del Mar Menor and La Manga
Michel Kratochvil - Former World Top 35 player.

Courts are reserved for owners twice a week.

Club you’ll never have a problem with getting the vehicle

‘The international camp in La Manga Club was

you want. They will deliver to Murcia-San Javier and

designed to provide an opportunity to develop the team

Alicante Airports. It’s also possible to have cars delivered

dynamics through focussed delivery off and on court

to the main tourist resorts in the Region of Murcia and

Wednesday 3 – 5pm. Please contact Joseph Martin to

activity for each player. The facilities and support of the

the province of Alicante.

reserve your place.

La Manga Club was central to the success of the camp.

musiclinkscanada@gmail.com

The feedback from the players and staff has been

https://sites.google.com/site/lmcownerstennis/

extremely positive, and as a programme, this is

calendar/friday-signup-1

something we are looking to repeat in the future’

Court costs are divided between the participants.

Cain Berry - Tennis Foundation, GB Wheelchair Team.

When you book your Taxi - Transfer service with La
Manga Rent a Car, they’ll guarantee you a friendly and
attentive driver, a perfectly mantained vehicle and a
capacity for up to 8 passengers.
So next time you visit the Club give them a try, you won’t
be disappointed!

Saturday 3-5. On the all weather courts. Just turn up
and join in!

Vega Baja
League Golf

Tennis coaches are always available for private or
group lessons.
Weekly activities organized by the Tennis Centre,
include the Tennis Academy, every Monday - Friday.

La Manga Club has two sides in the Vega Baja League
(3 times a year a 50% discount is offered to owners)

and currently they lie second and third with La Manga

Club afternoons Monday and Friday 4 - 6pm, 22 euros p/p.

North, only three points behind the leaders, Las Ramblas.

Mixed Doubles every Wednesday 4 - 6pm, 24 euros p/p.
Ladies and Gents Doubles every Tuesday 4 - 6pm,
24 euros p/p.In addition to Tennis, there is now a
Paddle Tennis Club afternoon, every Tuesday from 4 6pm 20 euros p/p.

Have your say?
We’d love to
hear from you!

points are available in each match. So if La Manga RGA

We really value your opinion, so if you have an issue

win by 15-0 and Las Ramblas lose 0-15 then La Manga

The final round of fixtures will be on Friday 2nd May and
ironically our two sides will meet on this day. Fifteen

you may want to bring up, a concern you may have or

RGA will win the league. But if La Manga North win the

even if you want to supply us with a story, we would

derby match by 4 more points than the Las Ramblas

love to hear from you. Please e-mail mail us at

score, then they will win the league. Confusing?

Communications.

Whatever the result, let’s hope that both our sides have a

communications@comunidadgenerallmc.com

great day and share a beer together afterwards.

Why you should be interested in

Owners Interests

North Course
Update
Gonzalo Valdes of Inmogolf informed us at a meeting on
April 29th that work on the new 17th hole on the North
Course is due to commence on May 5th. The project had
been delayed by the contractors. This will be exceptionally

By David Williams, Owners Interests

good news for El Coto owners who have been
inconvenienced by the mountain of soil which is due to
be moved back to the new hole. Gonzalo assured the

Beyond this we have picked up a few potential ideas

meeting that it will be moved during the first week that

in the owners interests. Why would you have a

just from talking to people, but we very much want our

work commences.

dedicated sector for that?’ I hear you say. And you

efforts to reflect the wishes of all owners, new and old,

would be quite right. However, when you think

full-time and part-time.

‘Surely everything the General Community does is

about it, it makes perfect sense.

So with this in mind, we are producing a survey which

Finance, Infrastructure, Environment, Security, Health

will be used to identify key concerns and to help

and Communications all have vital roles to play in the

provide feedback to suppliers of goods and services.

general running of the community. They provide a

We will collate ideas so they can be prioritised and

focussed service to ensure all owners receive value for

actioned in a co-ordinated fashion.

money and continuous improvement.

Who is involved?

We have formed a separate team without the 'day job'

The vice-president heading this is John Douglass.

of running the community services, able to investigate

The team comprises David Williams, Cliff Luff and

potential benefits and provide collective representation

Kevin Lynch.

for owners across a range of projects.

We will use the resources of the other general

Some may be as simple as ensuring owners have

community sectors (for example the survey will be

access to information in order to make decisions about

carried out with the support of the Communications

goods and services. Other may involve negotiations to

team), and other individuals with a detailed knowledge

address concerns about owners receiving value for

of specific issues we want to resolve. The more people

Now serving in
the First Drop

money in specific areas. With everyone's backing it is

involved, the more projects we can take on, so if you

The Last Drop is run by local man Steve Cooper, who

possible we can push the historic limits of the General

are interested in helping please let us know.

started life at La Manga Club working in Mulligans some

Community's brief.

10 years ago. When the opportunity came up to take over

What projects are involved?

the Last Drop two years ago, it was an opportunity too

Clearly, we are just beginning this initiative. However,

good to miss, so in he went!

we are not hitting this from a standing start.

Since owning the iconic bar there have been two major

For example La Manga Club SL are very aware of the

refurbishments which involved a substantial investment.

concerns over Owners cards, their own discount card

The first one was to give it its unique look and quirky

and the relative positions of those in the Club fees

style. The second one, however, was to create a more

schemes and those outside. We believe we have made

sound-friendly operation, which in turn benefits the good

significant progress in addressing these issues and are

people in the general community.

hopeful of a positive outcome in the near future.

They’ve worked very hard to keep down noise levels

Although their Card is fundamentally a commercial

which naturally come with the territory of bar ownership

matter for them, we hope to have a continuing role in
helping everyone derive the maximum benefit from it.

at a popular golf resort like La Manga Club.
What can you do to help?
We very much encourage owners to respond to the
survey once it’s available. Without your support we can
only guess at the projects we need to be tackling first.
In the meantime please also get in touch if there is
something that you feel strongly about. We can't

All major sporting events are now shown on several
TVs, and this summer the World Cup will be extensively
covered. So wherever you’re from and whoever you
support you’ll be able to see all the games at the
Last Drop.

promise we can action everything immediately, but if

They have now opened a new bar in the Plaza Major in

the same issues are continually mentioned, we will be

Bellaluz called the First Drop, which will be open at 9am

able to prioritise accordingly.

for breakfast. They will also be serving lunch and dinner
at very competitive prices and will stay open until

Critically, we hope the new team at La Manga Club SL

Everyone has a view on what’s right for owners. Rather

are more receptive to the 'win win' opportunity of

than just talking in bars and restaurants, we want to

harnessing the buying power of owners and their

capture things we can influence and try our very best to

guests by offering better deals, particularly at quieter

change them. We won't be able to do everything, far

Why not pop in to one of them, you’ll always recieve a

times of year. We want to build on this beyond food

from it, but we hope we can make a positive difference

friendly welcome!

and beverage, particularly in the area of sports rates.

to the enjoyment of life here at the La Manga Club -

You’ll find them on 4492 (Last Drop)

We see this as a priority area to focus on.

and surely that's in all 'Owners Interests'!

or 2235 (First Drop)

midnight. Happy hour will be between 5pm and 7pm
every night.

